
 
TREVISO - historical center - 18 june 2017 - 4th City Race Euro Tour 

BULLETIN N.2 
 

ORGANISING COMMITTEE  
FISO event advisor and specialist representative: Janos Manarin  
Event director: Francesco Bazan  
Treviso competition course setter: Giulio Pegorer , Treviso competition controller: Enzo Pegorer  
Secretary: Elisabetta Chiozzotto, Data management: Edoardo Tona  
Competition start judge: Francesco Catarin, Competition finish judge: Bruno Coassin  

ORGANISER  
ORIENTEERING TREVISO A.S.D.     -   Treviso - ITALY  
web: http://www.orienteering.tv.it  
mail: info@ orienteering.tv.it   
Francesco Bazan mobile +39 366 9525253 (english speaking)   
Elisabetta Chiozzotto mobile +39 347 2508575 (english speaking)   
 
COMPETITIONS  
18th June - Middle Sprint competition  
10.00 (first start) - CRET Italian _ TREVISO  
13.00 - Prize giving ceremony at event arena 

PARKING AREA  
Free Parking areas are located within 5/10 minutes on foot from the meeting point. 

The following map shows the way to reach the meeting area from the parking. 

In case you arrive by bus, we suggest to get off at railway station bus stop and carry on on foot. It takes less than 10 minutes 

walking to reach meeting area. 

 
 

 

SECRETARY ON EVENTS ARENA  

For Start numbers (bibs), to rent SI Cards, to register last minute BEGINNERS, and for any other information.  

- Saturday 17th June time 14.00-16.00 in Conegliano 

- Sunday 18th June time 8.30-10.30 in Treviso 

Inside Chamber of Commerce Hall within meeting area toilets and changing room are available, personal bags and garments can 

be left there. The hall is not supervised. Showers are not available. 

The maximum respect for the location and environment and a correct behaviour are highly requested. 

Here the map of the Treviso Race Arena 



TREVISO COMPETITION TERRAIN  

Treviso, 20 m above sea level. Urban area with narrow streets, underpasses and clearly identifiable private areas.  

MAPS Sunday: Treviso - Scala 1:5.000  

CLASSES  

Finish line is located within meeting area. Map withdrawal is not foreseen, therefore athletes’ fair play is recommended 

 
CATEGORY CRET     LENGHT   N.CONTROL STATION 

M12 (Mini) - W12 (Mini)   1,9   13   

M16 (Youth) - M50 (Supervet)  3,1   17  

M20 (Junior) - M35 (Veteran) - W ELITE  4,2   24 

M ELITE      5,1   28 

M65 (Ultravet) - W65 (Ultravet)   2,4   16 

W16 (Youth) - W50 (Supervet)  2,7   16 

W20 (Junior) - W35 (Veteran)   3,7   18 

BEGINNERS-SHORT    1,9   13   moved to BIANCO M class 

BEGINNERS-LONG    3,7   18   moved to ROSSO M class 

 

In compliance with the Italian law for safety in sports, only foreign competitor with a valid membership card of an Orienteering 

Club affiliated to a National Federation member of IOF, are allowed to entry the races. With the registration, the competitor 

declares to have a valid membership card.  

RACE NUMBERS (BIB)  

Competitors’ race number (bib) must be worn visible on the chest. A runner without race number (bib) cannot take part in 

competition. It’s forbidden to cover or cut parts of the bibs. The race number has to be returned when downloading the Si Card. 

START PROCEDURE  

- competitors clear their SI cards, check them using the SI stations marked “clear” and “check” respectively and collect the 

control descriptions corresponding to their class.  

- start-2: an official checks the bib numbers;  

- start-1: competitors move to the box containing the maps for their class;  

- start: Punch start procedure.  

LATE STARTER  

Competitors who are late at the start must report to the official and follow the different procedures In order not to disturb the 

other competitors. 

CONTROL DESCRIPTIONS  

The control descriptions lists for each class are collected by competitors at the start. The control descriptions are also printed on 

the map. For Beginners (BIANCO and ROSSO) it is textual. 

In case a SI station does not work, please punch your map manually and at finish give it to the operator who will check punching 

 
REFRESHMENTS: Refreshment point at finish. 

TRAFFIC  

Race takes part in the city with streets open to cars (although most of courses are in restricted circulation areas), bicycles and 

pedestrians. Athletes must respect traffic laws and pay maximum attention in crossing roads and to pedestrians. 

TIMING: Time-keeping will be made by SI cards.  

PRINTOUT OF RUNNING TIMES  

At the exit competitors can get their running times from their SI cards.  

It is mandatory for competitors who do not finish their course to go to the finish and unload their SI Card. This will avoid a 

rescue party being sent out unnecessarily 

PRIZE GIVING CEREMONY  

Approximately at 13.00. First 3 competitors of each category will be rewarded.  

 

Enjoy your race, Orienteering Treviso Team  


